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1 Take a simple Lie algebra L with exactly two simple roots α1 = (1, 0) and
α2 = (−3/2,

√
3/2). Assume that Ei±, Hi are the SU(2) generators associated with root

αi (i = 1, 2). Here, we define a weight to be positive if its H2 eigenvalue is positive (if this
is zero, then the weight is positive if the eigenvalue of H1 is positive).

(i) Calculate the Cartan matrix of L.

(ii) State how many times α1 may be raised with α2 without annihilating the state and
how many times α2 may be raised with α1 without annihilating the state.

(iii) If µ is a weight and α a root, write down another weight in terms of µ and α
assuming Weyl symmetry.

(iv) Thus construct the adjoint representation of L and draw its weight diagram, labelling
it carefully.

(v) Determine the fundamental weights µ1 and µ2.

(vi) By using Weyl symmetry and Ei±, find weights for the irreducible representation
with highest weight vector µ1 and draw the weight diagram.
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2 A Lie group has group elements g(x) depending on group parameters xr, with
g(0) = e, the identity, and under group multiplication g(x)g(y) = g(z) for zr = ϕr(x, y), a
smooth function of x and y. Let g(x)−1 = g(x̄). Assume general group axioms throughout
this question.

(i) Find ϕr(x, 0), ϕr(0, x) and ϕr(x̄, x) in terms of xr.

(ii) Expanding ϕr(x, y) near the origin, we write

ϕr(x, y) = F r +Axr +Byr + Crstx
syt +Dr

stx
sxt + Ersty

syt + . . . ,

where ‘. . .’ represents terms higher order in the components of x and y. Find the
numerical constants F r, A, B, Dr

st, E
r
st.

(iii) Find x̄(x) for small xr up to and including terms of order xrxt.

(iv) Let g(w) = g(x)−1g(y)−1g(x)g(y). For small x and y, find wr in terms of Crst and
the components of x and y up to and including terms of second order in the group
parameters.

(v) Consider g(z + dz) = g(z)g(θ), where g(z) is an arbitrary group element. Find dzr

in terms of

µa
r(z) =

∂ϕr(z, θ)

∂θa

∣∣∣∣
θ=0

and the infinitesimal parameters θa.

(vi) Now take g(z) = g(x)g(y) for fixed g(x) and let g(y) undergo an infinitesimal change,
i.e. g(z + dz) = g(x)g(y + dy). Derive ∂zr/∂ys in terms of µd

r(z) and λs
d(y), where

[λ(y)] is the matrix inverse of [µ(y)].

(vii) Defining Ta(y) = µa
s(y)∂/∂ys, show that Ta(y) = Ta(z).

(viii) Show that

µa
s(y)µb

t(y)
∂2zr

∂ys∂yt
= µa

s(y)[Tb(y)λs
c(y)]µc

r(z) + Tb(z)µa
r(z).

(ix) Thus derive

µa
s(y)µb

t(y)
∂2zr

∂ys∂yt
λr
c(z) = −[Tb(y)µa

r(y)]λr
c(y) + [Tb(z)µa

r(z)]λr
c(z).

(x) By considering symmetry under a ↔ b, deduce that f cab are constants, where we
define f cab = [Ta(y)µb

r(y)− Tb(y)µa
r(y)]λr

c(y).

(xi) Thereby derive [Ta, Tb] = f cabTc.

(xii) Using g(x) = exp(xaTa) for a generator Ta satisfying the relation in (xi), use
exp(tA) exp(tB) = exp(t(A + B) + t2[A,B]/2 + O(t3)) to derive f cab in terms of
Ccab.
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(i) By checking properties of M , find three different matrix groups containing elements

M =

(
f(θ)√

2
− i sin θ

2f(θ) − sin θ
2f(θ)

sin θ
2f(θ)

f(θ)√
2

+ i sin θ
2f(θ)

)
, f(θ) =

√
1 + cos θ,

where θ ∈ R.

(ii) Now consider an element of SO(3)

Rab = cos θδab + (1− cos θ)nanb − sin θεabcnc,

where a, b, c = 1, 2, 3, nana = 1 and εabc is the 3-dimensional totally antisymmetric
tensor with ε123 = 1. In terms of R, how do we represent a general SO(3)
transformation on a real 3-vector x and what is the geometrical interpretation?

(iii) We define the Pauli matrices

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

,

)

which satisfy
σaσb = δabI + iεabcσc,

I being the 2 by 2 identity matrix. Show that a linear transformation on x · σ →
x′ · σ = Ax · σA† leaves the length of x invariant, provided that A is in a particular
group G, which you should identify.

(iv) Thus derive Rab in terms of A and the Pauli matrices.

(v) From the expression in (iv), identify a geometrical interpretation when A = M .

(vi) What other element of G has the same geometrical interpretation?
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4 Define the commutator [g1, g2] of elements g1, g2 of a group G.

Consider a transformation on a 4-vector xµ, µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3: xµ → x′µ = Λµνx
ν

which leaves xµηµνx
ν invariant, where

ηµν =




1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1


 .

(i) Derive a relation between components of η and those of Λ and hence identify G, the
matrix group of the transformations.

(ii) Consider the transformations

Λa
µ
ν = δµν + ωa

µ
ν +O(ω2

a), a = 1, 2,

where ωa
µ
ν are infinitesimal. Find the symmetry of ωa

µν under the exchange of µ
and ν.

(iii) Explicitly writing the order of terms you are neglecting, calculate Λc = [Λ2, Λ1] in
terms of the components of ω1 and ω2 including all calculable terms up to second
order.

(iv) Acting on a quantum state, we define the action of the group with the unitary
operator U [Λ] = exp(ωρσM

ρσ/2), where the anti-hermitian operator Mρσ satisfies
Mρσ = −Mσρ and U [Λ]U [Λ′] = U [ΛΛ′] for Λ,Λ′ ∈ G. Use U [Λc] to calculate the Lie
algebra L(G).

(v) Defining Jm = εmijMij/2 and Ki = M0i, where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, find [Ki,Kj ], [Ji,Kj ]
and [Ji, Jj ] in terms of Jk and Kk.

(vi) Rewrite L(G) in terms of J±j := (Jj ± iKj)/2.

(vii) Thus identify L(G) as a particular direct sum of simple Lie algebras.
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